SHINY STOCKINGS
Chord Melody Style - Level 1

Learn the basic chords in “F” first before you try this chord melody.

1. I walked with my baby and I
   2. I'm hip and I'm lucky to have some

Know in nothing flat, she's
one so well endowed,

Got something as lovely would make

[See page 3 for alternate version]
we love
go for a walk,
all of her charms,
but

I know one's soon as we're out,
really a ball with no

shadow of doubt she's

go lots to be proud of.
"Shiny Stockings" - Ted Greene Arrangement, key of F, p. 3

As usual, make sure you understand the reason for the usage of each chord.

[Measure 7 alternate version]

lots of fellows proud.
LEARN THE BASIC CHORDS IN "F" 1ST, BEFORE YOU TRY THIS CHORD MELODY.

AS USUAL, MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND THE REASON FOR THE USAGE OF EACH CHORD.